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When I decided to write this Wharfedale EVO4.2 speaker review, I

had no idea the company had been around since 1932. What have

they learned in all those years? Let’s �nd out.

From the proprietary drivers and crossovers to the anti-resonant

multi-layer cabinet materials, nearly everything that goes into a

Wharfedale speaker is designed and manufactured in-house. The

EVO4 series features trickle-down engineering and design in�u-

ences from the company’s �agship ELYSIAN line. I found it interest-

ing that lead designer Peter Comeau’s reference speaker is the fa-

mous Quad ESL. For the EVO4 line, Peter developed three di�erent

drivers: an AMT (Air Motion Transducer) style tweeter, woven Kevlar

woofers, and on the 4.2 and above, a 2” dome midrange driver.

I haven’t seen any other speaker company o�ering this combination

of drivers for under $1,000. Is it too good to be true, or is the EVO4.2 a standout gem? Read on to dis-

cover what I heard when I took a listen to these aggressively priced speakers.

Introducing the EVO4.2

The rarely seen 2” dome midrange is the most eye-catching part of the EVO4.2s. There are a few other

speaker manufacturers who use similar dome midrange drivers, but they’re all priced dramatically

higher than these Wharfedales. A 30x60mm AMT tweeter handles the treble frequencies. Rounding out

the lower midrange and bass is a 6.5” Kevlar woofer. The woofer uses Wharfedale’s proprietary SLPP

(Slot Loaded Pro�led Port) technology. This forces the lowest bass energy to exit from a .4” vented slot

on the bottom of the speaker which has been speci�cally designed to reduce distortion, extend low-fre-

quency response, and increase speaker placement �exibility.

Upon unboxing the EVO4.2s, I gently ran my �ngers over the smooth rounded edges of the cabinet, the

matte black wood baseplate, and the anti-di�raction rubber trim rings surrounding the drivers. I ad-

mired the grain pattern of the walnut veneer and the overall quality and workmanship of the cabinets –

they were �awless. This meticulous level of �t and �nish for $999 is something I’d expect to �nd on

speakers costing two to three times as much. Even before I took a listen, it was easy to see that you’re

getting a lot of speaker for the money.

Presentation and Sound Quality

Two words: “holographic imaging”. Upon �rst listen, I was awestruck by the wide and expansive sound-

stage that was beaming forth from the EVO4.2s. The dome midrange and AMT tweeter demonstrated

seamless driver integration as they joined forces to project an enveloping and layered sound that

wrapped around my head.  
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The high-frequency reproduction is delicate and nuanced, and never sounded harsh or bright. It strikes a

balance of being detailed and accurate, without sounding etched or o�ensive like other AMT designs I’ve

heard. Wharfedale’s execution of the AMT successfully aligns with the company’s goal: creating a speaker

that can be listened to for hours without listener fatigue.

The midrange performance might be what you notice most with the EVO4.2s, but the 2” dome doesn’t

draw attention to itself. This is thanks to the driver integration and carefully designed crossovers. The

midrange frequencies blend e�ortlessly with the treble and bass, and it results in a cohesive presenta-

tion. Tonally, the speaker is voiced slightly on the warm side of neutral which means piano, acoustic gui-

tar, and male vocals all have pleasing weight and body.

The bass performance of these speakers is simply stunning. Wharfedale quotes a low bass extension

down to 48hz, but after listening to them I feel like they are being conservative with this number. The

SLPP design turns these 6.5” woofers into miniature downward �ring subwoofers. They had no problem

�lling my room with clean bass, and despite how loud I cranked up the volume there was no port noises

or chu�ng. The bass was deep like a subwoofer, but the woofer’s performance was still nuanced and ar-

ticulate in the upper bass and lower midrange frequencies. The SLPP design is e�ective at elevating the

performance of these woofers and making them sound much bigger than they are.

Amplifiers and Wharfedale EVO4.2 Synergy

Norma Audio REVO IPA-140

Listening to the EVO4.2s with the Norma Audio IPA-140 integrated ampli�er was the musical equivalent

of snuggling up with a warm blanket. No matter how much I turned up the volume, the high frequencies

never approached anything close to harsh or fatiguing. This made it a great pairing for modern music

with more assertive peaks and treble energy. I was able to enjoy some of my favorite songs at intensely

powerful volume levels, without the highs physically hurting my ears. The Norma Audio’s laid-back pre-

sentation also o�ered the most holographic midrange performance and devastating levels of bass out-

put. It’s clear that these EVO 4.2s enjoy being driven by a powerful high-current ampli�er.

Cambridge Audio Azur 851a
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Compared to the Norma Audio integrated, the Cambridge Audio amp had more presence and energy

emanating from the AMT tweeters. From top to bottom, the frequency response was �atter and more

balanced. It reminded me of a typical “powered studio monitor” type sound. The EVO4.2s were fast, dy-

namic, punchy, clean, crisp, and accurate. There were still some holographic midrange imaging e�ects,

but they weren’t as pronounced or obvious. This pairing excelled with high-energy electronic music with

big basslines, thanks to how tight and fast the low-end response was. Everything was easily discernable

in the soundstage, and it was easy to hear this ampli�er’s lack of distortion.

Sony TA-A1ES

The Sony integrated ampli�er demonstrated more inner detail and air in the treble and upper midrange.

This additional depth added nuance and delicacy to the high-frequency information. The accuracy and

tonality were impressive, particularly with well-recorded acoustic jazz and solo vocalists. Conversely, the

interplay of complex elements within a recording resulted in great rhythmic drive and musicality. When I

turned up the volume during “The Black Crowes – Ballad In Urgency”, the Sony made the Wharfedales

truly rock. Chris Robinson’s striking voice was crystal clear and his brother Rich’s 1963 Gibson ES-335 gui-

tar sounded shockingly realistic.

MastersounD BoX

This combination demonstrated the EVO4.2’s versatility, proving it to be a harmonious pairing with this

35wpc tube integrated. The BoX o�ers a linear presentation, without an overly warm midrange. This re-

sulted in a pleasurable holographic presentation that didn’t feel overdone or fake. While some of the

leading edge attack and transients were slightly softened, I was happy to discover there was more than

enough power on tap for a richly layered room-�lling sound.

Final Thoughts and Value

From the very �rst listen, the recurring thought during my time evaluating the EVO4.2s was, “How can a

pair of speakers that cost under $1,000 sound this good?” I repeatedly tried to uncover a �aw or short-

coming in their performance or build quality, but ultimately I couldn’t. They perform well at low and high

volumes, due to their rich and bold sound signature.

I challenge anyone who’s had an unpleasant experience with an AMT tweeter in the past to take a listen

to these speakers. Wharfedale’s AMT tweeter isn’t designed to o�er clinical or hyper-detailed levels of

treble reproduction, yet still clearly replicates everything in the recording. As I discovered during my am-

pli�er pairings, the EVO4.2s are highly resolving speakers, capable of showcasing the performance char-

acteristics of the ampli�er driving them.

Some audiophiles’ tastes may not align with the Wharfedale house sound. It proudly makes its unique

voice heard, erring on the side of warmth and musicality. If you love long listening sessions and are sen-

sitive to overly bright tweeters, the EVO4.2s are worth an audition.

Wharfedale’s decision to use an AMT with a dome midrange wasn’t a mere marketing gimmick. This un-

conventional driver combination delivers an exceptional listening experience.


